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Dear "ndrea, 

In recent menthe, when more than usual I've been reminded of you and Sidney and 
your many kindnesses, I've intended to write and hope that Ave and the child en are 
well and May. I've Just had occasion mt to handle the 'tali= copy of my first book, 
which was handled by the fine pereon, Gordon Harbord, Sidney got to do it. So, I'm 
writing  and I do hope you are all well. 

By and large we are, although we have the old problems and some new ones. 
I'm recovering  from en operation I first heard of shortly after vohn was born, 

open-heart surgery. I remenberOidney telling me that he would need it when he wes a 
little older. I marvelledse  then and do now! s 

I had three by-passe at iohn Hopi. It went so well they'd have sent me home 
the sixth day if I'd had transportation. That was just be. ore Ariel. Although I chafe a 
bit over the limitations I'm still under, that operation is no real problem. But the 
old venous troubles is the legs and thighs is. 

I don't see as much TV as I used to because I still get up early only now try to 
get to bed earlier, too. 6o although A look at the credits on public TV, I've not seen 
John on any aired at the hours I see it. I hope he in doing  well and enjoying  it and life. 

One of our complaints is that we suddenyl have many fewer birds. I've wondered 
whether sore one is feeding them what they like better or if soeething  had happened 
to them. Our home is almost all glass, so I've arranged the feeders so we can see ehe 
birdswhile we sit in the living  room or when Ida is in the kitchen. 

We had another complaint but it almost vanished this past summer. The chipmunks 
moved in, eh mese°. Feinstaking,ly, doliveratoly, they eonsumed ,;'nest about all of the 
bulbs ;Ail planted. too late we discoccred how to discount them and l'il's arthritis 
gives her enough trouble for her not to plan any more large plantings of bulbs. 

In no tine, their first assault, they consumed 17 linear feet of hyacinths. Then 
all the scattered Unice were gone. (They don't touch daylillies.) Then a bed about 25 
feel long  of fine "etch tulips were gone. Before long  of the hundreds of tiger ]illies 
we'd transplanted is a bed we'd gone to much trouble to enrich there wasn't one in that 
bed but we have a few that seeded elsewhere. This uas the beginning of our observation 
that they detest members of the narcissus faeily. "(), if you have a problem out there or 
of Cathy does in k;onn., plan the bulbs inside a border of narcissi.They seem to migrate 
as soon as they've eaten OA Vey relish. Here they could make a good living  from the 
feed the birds waste, but that does not suit then. 

This area has grown enormously because it was so much better a place to live and 
raise children than Baltimore, 'lleishington or their suburbs. However, the newcomers 
brought with them what they found they didn't like in and neer the lalwar cities. But 
we have the advantage of our five acres and we still have many deer and other animals. 
A racoon wandered into the main intersection of Frederick yesterday, was captured and 
t&ken to where he belongs. another anieel  yeetereay wes fooling  around with the eletrict 
wires downtown and short circuited the main lines for a while. It is still sort of rural. 

And we were the beneficiary of the traditional rural thoughtfulness and kindness 
.hile I was hospitalized and until I was pernitted to drive again. Laren the lab techonoloe4st 
came here from every other day to daily when the clotting time of my blood had to be 
tented. 1:ow it is only twice a week and 1 drive in. I can only wonder-whether sech a 
thing  141)&1;4101A  his 	gitieitsAl and happy. 

. to ye , 
(-3-'
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